Tennis Match Results
Clemson vs Notre Dame
Apr 05, 2024 at South Bend, Ind.
(Eck Tennis Pavilion)

#54 Notre Dame 4, #60 Clemson 1

**Singles competition**
1. #46 Sebastian Dominko (ND) def. #80 Wissam Abderrhman (CU) 6-4, 6-1
2. Nil Giraldez (ND) vs. #108 Ryuhei Azuma (CU) 4-6, 4-4, unfinished
3. Chase Thompson (ND) def. Marko Mesarovic (CU) 6-1, 6-3
4. Noa Vukadin (CU) def. Jameson Corsillo (ND) 6-1, 6-0
5. Kyran Magimay (ND) def. Stewart Aronson (CU) 6-2, 6-2
6. Yu Zhang (ND) vs. Matt Pitts (CU) 6-2, 4-4, unfinished

**Doubles competition**
1. #13 Sebastian Dominko/Jean-Marc Malkowski (ND) def. #69 Noa Vukadin/Max Smith (CU) 7-5
2. Nil Giraldez/Chase Thompson (ND) def. Stewart Aronson/Marko Mesarovic (CU) 7-5
3. Max Damm/Wissam Abderrhman (CU) def. Evan Lee/Yu Zhang (ND) 6-1

Match Notes:
Clemson: 10-12, 2-7 ACC; National ranking #60
Notre Dame: 11-12, 2-7 ACC; National ranking #54
Order of finish: Doubles (3,2,1); Singles (4,1,5,3)